
Journalling

Journalling is about:
  Having a safe space and place to explore one’s feelings and 

thoughts

  Making time to look inside yourself and to reflect on  
experience and learn from it

  Building daily habits of self-awareness and self-development

  Making opportunities to regularly apply the tool of celebration, 
to write down what you appreciate and to build positivity, 
gratitude, self-respect and respect for others

  Having a space daily in which to face up to difficulties; to use 
the tool of grieving to make sense of experience, resolve  
conflicts and let go of negativities

  Creating the opportunity to stop acting on auto-pilot and to 
stand back and take stock

  Developing a grounded perspective on one’s daily life

  Acquiring the ability to shift from being reactive to being 
responsive

Would you like to have an empty room that is there just for you; a 
room you can go to at any time; a room where no-one else can go? 
It is a very safe space, a space where no-one will judge you. This is 
what a journal provides. In it you can reflect, explore, experiment, 
churn ideas around and come to discover things about yourself and 
others. It’s a place where you can make sense of your experience. 
One person described her journal as her ‘best friend’: always there 
for her, available, ready to ‘listen’ and help her come to understand 
her situation better and to make sense of the difficulties she might 
be encountering.

Simple, but extraordinarily powerful, journalling enables you to 
more than triple your learning. We all learn from experience and 
journalling amplifies this. First, like everyone else, you have an 
experience. Secondly, you write in your journal and reflect on and 
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learn from that experience. Thirdly, when you re-read your journal, you find another 
layer as you discover insights and themes you would have missed without that space 
to reflect and write.

You can use your journal to increase your enjoyment of life. Each morning jot 
down in it what you appreciate, what went well the day before, noticing minute 
delights, uncovering the quiet, often unseen, successes and moments of happiness. 
Thinking is one thing – “inking” it is another. Writing it down augments its impact 
on our awareness. By making a habit of jotting down positive moments in our life 
and paying attention to our awareness of what is pleasant, we open up new neural 
pathways in our brain which in turn make us more conscious of what is positive in 
our lives.

You can use journalling to build habits of self-respect and respect for others as you 
note down what you value in yourself and in others each day. For example, at the 
end of the day value three things you feel proud of in yourself; perhaps the obstacles 
you overcame with your determination, the inertia you broke through thanks to 
your focus and commitment, maybe the creative idea you shared or the mistake you 
corrected. You can develop respect for others by spending a few quiet moments with 
your journal to jot down five thank-yous for others who have contributed positively 
to your day, be it the cooks who prepared a good lunch, the brother who helped you 
with maths, the friend who knew not to disturb you with texts or calls when you are 
trying to get an essay done. The journal will wait patiently until you remember who 
these countless people are who are helping to support you in life, and whose support 
becomes more substantial as you notice it and write it down.

You can use your journal to come to understand and know yourself better. We are 
each infinitely complex and unique and it takes daily reflection to understand our 
inner strengths and weaknesses, our inner blocks and possibilities. As you write 
down your experiences, you are able to begin to put some space between you and 
your experience. From this position you can see with greater clarity and compassion. 
It is like being a bird up in the sky; from that vantage point you can see far more 
than someone on the ground. Journalling enables you to look from a certain 
distance at your experience and so to broaden your perspective rather than get 
bogged down in it.

I haven’t written for a few days, because I wanted 
fi t o all to t in a o t y dia y t an odd idea o
o eone li e e to ee a dia y not only e a e
a e ne e done o e o e t e a e it ee to
e t at neit e no o t at atte anyone el e ill
e inte e ted in t e n o o in o a t i teen yea

old ool i l till at doe t at atte ant to
ite t o e t an t at ant to in o t all ind

o t in t at lie ied dee in y ea t
Anne Frank
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itin i edi ine t i an a o iate
antidote to in y t i an a o iate
o anion o any di fi lt an e

 Julia Cameron

You can use your journal to resolve misunderstandings and conflicts. As a detached 
observer recording your reactions, you can disentangle the complex threads of 
feelings and thoughts and reach a more balanced and calm view of things. In this 
way, you can avoid being dragged along by your reactions.

You can use journalling to help explore and clarify your vision and set your 
intention, sort your priorities, organise your day, your month, your year from a 
space where you and your priorities are central. Doing this at the start of the day 
protects you from being tugged off balance by all the many demands that crowd in 
as the day unfolds.

A journal is totally private and confidential so we can feel free to be open, unlimited, 
wild, creative and completely authentic in a way we cannot always be outside a 
journal. With this authenticity comes greater insight and greater understanding.

If we commit to making time to write in our journals, we provide ourselves the 
breathing space in which to structure our day. We deepen our ability to respond 
rather than to react; to stand back, to take stock, to learn and to create our life 
mindfully day by day.

A journal tends to start with the inner experience and the here-and-now. It 
starts with you and your memories, hopes, fears, thanks, thoughts, perceptions 
and feelings. Anne Frank’s Diary has all the qualities of a journal and shows the 
extraordinary power of journalling to help make sense of a terrifying experience and 
find within it beauty, meaning and hope. 

Modern culture tends to emphasise all that is external: the world of things, doing 
and events. It often neglects the impact of our external experience on the inner 
world of our thoughts and feelings. Likewise, it neglects the power that is exerted 
by our inner world on how we respond externally, that is, in our actions. If we stay 
on the surface, we fail to see the undercurrents that are in fact determining what 
happens. We can compare it to swimming. Most of us don’t get past swimming 
on the surface of the sea; some get to snorkel and begin to see there is a vast 
world below the surface, and some learn to scuba and to dive deep and discover a 
whole world unseen by most. A journal is your snorkelling equipment. It allows 
you, in safety, to dive beneath the superficial and discover the thoughts, feelings, 
perceptions, habits and creativity that are the source of how we both experience and 
create our lives.
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Journalling gives us a safe space in which to experiment and discover how we grow 
and develop. It provides the space to practise all the transformational tools of 
reflection and the structure and routine to build up positive daily habits.

We encourage you to use a book as your journal and to write in it. It is dedicated 
to the one task: your personal development. Unlike the electronic device, which is 
busy with many different jobs to do - perhaps pinging as a message comes in, or the 
temptation to “just check” what’s happening on social media - your book journal 
is dedicated to you and your self-discovery with no distractions. It is a special 
space not shared with the many other tasks that may besiege, entice and distract 
you. As you write in your journal it is your unique handwriting that appears, not a 
standardised type face. In these ways it is unlike the many other communications 
and documents you generate each day.

Journalling, by its very nature, is a personal, self-reflective experience. The primary 
medium we advise is to write in a book, and to use the ground rules for journalling 
outlined in the next activity.
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